The Civil Justice Association of California (CJAC) recently studied product-liability cases filed against pharmaceutical manufacturers in two bellwether courts—the Los Angeles and San Francisco Superior Courts—between January 2010 and May 2016. The results of CJAC’s comprehensive study show that nonresident plaintiffs—“litigation tourists”—are filing pharmaceutical cases in California by the thousands, dwarfing the number of filings by people who reside in the state.

CJAC Study Highlights

Ninety percent of the 25,503 plaintiffs in the CJAC study were from out of state. Since roughly 12% of Americans live in California, that means the percentage of in-state plaintiffs in the lawsuits studied is lower than the state’s percentage of the national population. Over two-thirds of the 2,919 cases in the study involved only nonresident plaintiffs. In almost 86% of the cases, more than half of the plaintiffs were from out of state.

CJAC’s study also revealed that a small number of law firms represented the plaintiffs in these cases, with 25 firms representing 91% of the plaintiffs. Seven of those firms had California residents make up less than 7% of their plaintiffs. None of the top firms had California residents make up more than one-third of their plaintiffs. It appears that the law firms bringing most of the pharmaceutical product-liability cases in California are actively searching for plaintiffs in other states and funneling those filings to California.

Why California?

California’s plaintiff-friendly reputation no doubt attracts many out-of-state plaintiffs. The entire state has been labeled a “Judicial Hellhole” by the American Tort Reform Foundation each year since 2010. California took the number-two spot in 2016. The state consistently produces many of the nation’s largest verdicts in tort cases generally and in pharmaceutical cases in particular.
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In addition, California courts have adopted permissive tort-liability theories that likely attract plaintiffs to the state. For example, California is the birthplace of so-called innovator liability theory, which provides that the manufacturer of a brand-name drug may be subject to liability when a patient is injured by a generic version made by a third party. Further, California is among a shrinking minority of states that has not adopted the federal Daubert standard for the admissibility of expert evidence. California also retains joint liability for noneconomic damages and has no statutory cap on punitive damages, unlike many other states.

Nonresident Plaintiffs Engage in “Forum Shopping” in California

California courts appear to welcome out-of-state litigation. For instance, just this past August the California Supreme Court decided *Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court*, a case that involved claims by 86 California residents and 592 nonresidents who alleged injuries from a prescription blood-thinner. The defendant, a Delaware corporation with headquarters in New York and substantial operations in New Jersey, argued that the court lacked personal jurisdiction because the product at issue was not manufactured, developed, labeled, packaged, or approved in California, and revenue generated from the product’s sales in California amounted to only 1.1% of the company’s nationwide sales revenue of all of its products. Nevertheless, the California Supreme Court ruled that the manufacturer’s marketing and distributing of the product in California—a state which boasts the world’s sixth-largest economy—established specific personal jurisdiction. The decision effectively cemented California’s position as a plaintiff-friendly destination for pharmaceutical and other mass-tort litigation.

Conclusion

The Civil Justice Association of California study exposes the pervasiveness of nonresident pharmaceutical filings in the Golden State. It provides an essential starting point for further discussions regarding the impact of nonresident filings in pharmaceutical and other mass-tort cases in California—including over how the flow of out-of-state cases to California may also contribute to the state judiciary’s budget crisis and impede access to justice for California’s own residents.
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